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IN NUMBERS
24 June '16 - 11 April '19

Number of times parliament rejected
former PM Theresa May’s Brexit deal

Alternatives approved by parliament

Number of alternatives voted on by
parliament

Number of hours House of Commons
debated Brexit

Number of hours debated in House of
Lords

Estimated cost of Brexit to British
economy

501

£66

3

0

12

161

billion

24 July - 10 September '19
Number of votes Johnson has lost in
parliament since becoming PM

Number of working days parliament is
‘suspended’ (9 Sep – 14 Oct)

Number of Tory (Conservative) ‘rebels’

6

23

21

BREXIT TIMELINE

https://www.ednh.news/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/brexit11-1024x269.jpg

28 Aug Queen approves PM plan to prorogue parliament*

3 Sep Philip Lee (Tory) defects to Lib Dems, ending Tory’s narrow
majority

A DRAMATIC AND EVENTFUL 2 WEEKS
“A week is a long time in politics.” ‘Taking control of

the House’- late Labour Prime Minister Harold Wilson
The MPs (‘backbenchers’)

take the ability to
determine the agenda

away from the
government

4 Sep Benn-Burt bill (designed to stop no-deal Brexit on 31 Oct) approved in Commons (Johnson
loses by 28 votes)
Johnson calls for snap elections, lost 298-56 (Labour abstained)
Court of Session (Edinburgh) ruled in favour of Johnson’s move to prorogue parliament

5 Sep Jo Johnson (PM’s brother) resigns (says he was “torn between family loyalty and the
national interest”)
Johnson gives speech in West Yorkshire, says he’d “rather be dead in a ditch” than extend
Brexit deadline

6 Sep High Court (London) rejects legal challenge to prorogation of parliament
Benn-Burt bill passed by House of Lords

9 Sep

10 Sep

Benn-Burt bill receives royal assent
House of Commons speaker John Bercow announces he will ‘step down’ before election or
on 31 Oct
‘Operation Yellowhammer’ motion passed 311-302, forcing government to publish no-deal
Brexit planning papers and plans to suspend Parliament

Motion for snap elections defeated again 293-46
Parliament officially prorogued after opposition protest

Alliance of Opposition and Tory ‘rebels’ take control of House of Commons (Johnson loses
by 27 votes)
21 Tory ‘rebels’ sacked and ‘whip’ (guides party voting) removed (Johnson’s minority
government further reduced)

* WHAT IS PROROGATION?

Parliament normally suspended (prorogued) for a short
period (usually 4-13 days) before a new session begins

No debates and votes held

Done by Queen, on advice of prime minister

Different to "dissolving" Parliament (all MPs give up their
seats to campaign in general election)

KEY CONCERNS OF ‘NO DEAL’ BREXIT
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Import and export delays Increased food prices Shortages of medicine Food shortages

Breakdown of Irish peace Civil disorder or rioting Disruption to energy
supplies

Disruption to water
supplies

Briton's expectations of what might happen with a 'no deal' Brexit (% of 2019 UK adults polled by YouGov)

Would probably happen in a 'no deal' Brexit Not sure Would probably not happen in a 'no deal' Brexit

WHAT IS THE 'IRISH BACKSTOP'?

500 km land boundary
separating Northern Ireland (part
of UK) and Republic of Ireland
(independent country and
member of EU)

ISSUE Heavily militarised during the ‘Troubles’  - 30-year
conflict between ‘unionists’ (largely Protestants who
identified with UK) and ‘nationalists’ (mostly Catholics
who identified as Irish and sought a united Ireland)

HISTORY

Ended conflict – key was a ‘soft border’ (watchtowers
came down and checkpoints disappeared)

Good Friday Agreement of 1998

Brexit threatens to open old grievances and unravel the fragile
peace. ‘Irish backstop’ refers to a guarantee that a ‘hard’ Irish
border (physical checkpoints for goods and people trying to
cross it) won’t be put in place when the EU and UK separate.

KEY BREXIT ROLE PLAYERS
Prime Minister Boris Johnson

Opposition leader Jeremy Corbyn
Labour
Leader since 2015
Believes any Brexit deal must be put to a popular vote

Speaker of the House John Bercow
Impartial/Independent (formerly Tory MP)
Speaker from 22 June 2009 – 9 September 2019 (resigned)
Permitted opposition and rebel Tory MPs to take control of Commons
timetable

Tory (Conservative)
Appointed 24 July 2019
Promised to pull UK out of European Union by 31 October, with or without a deal in
place

WHAT LIES AHEAD?

Government
seeks new

deal with EU

10 SEP - 
14 OCT

• • •

Parliament
reconvenes

14 OCT
• • •

EU Council
summit

17 OCT
• • • EU says yes,

Brexit delayed,
general election

P O S S I B L E  S C E N A R I O S
• • •

EU says no to
delay, no-deal

Brexit on 31 Oct

• • •

EU says no to
delay, MPs pass

May's deal*

• • •

* May's deal is the only one to have been accepted by the EU to date
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